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Praised by Tech News Websites








After years of searching, I’ve finally found a free, offline, no-strings-attached PDF editor — and it’s excellent. It merges, it edits, it converts, and it even signs PDF documents with mouse-drawn inking. 




Jon Martindale
Read more on Digitaltrends








Something I really like is the Extract Text tool. It lets you highlight any part of the page to pull out text into an easily usable text box so you can copy that content. This is great for lists and other situations where selecting PDF text is usually difficult.




Tim Fisher
Read more on Lifewire








It’s a free PDF editor for Windows, Mac, and mobile devices, with all the features you’d expect from a paid tool and even some advanced features you won’t find in any other editor.




Anders Lundberg
Read more on PCWorld







PDFgear is a highly versatile collection of apps capable of editing and manipulating PDFs, annotating them, converting them to other formats, or changing those formats into PDFs.




Steve Paris
Read more on TechRadar







PDFgear is a free software utility that is both a reader and a PDF editor, letting you split and merge documents, convert PDFs to different formats, and more...Unlike ChatPDF, there’s no limit to the number of pages you can upload or the size of the PDF document. 




Nimish Sawant
Read more on XDA-Developers







Wish you could find a PDF editor with all the features you need without paying for another subscription or an expensive upfront purchase? PDFgear is a cross-platform app that’s truly free with no catches like watermarks, page limits, or in-app purchases.




9to5Mac Staff
Read more on 9to5Mac








PDFgear's AI-powered PDF editor goes beyond simple editing and managing features. By adding AI technology, you can take complete control of your documents with a few taps of your keyboard and get more done with less stress and higher precision.




AppleInsider Staff
Read more on AppleInsider







PDFgear has made PDFs interactive by adding the PDFgear Copilot feature that serves as a chatbot and lets users chat with PDFs and easily manipulate all PDFgear functions.




jahnavisarora791
Read more on GeeksforGeeks







If you are looking for a 100% free PDF editor that allows users to add, delete and format text in PDF files, PDFgear is definitely worth a try.




Adnan Rehan
Read more on Geekflare







More than just summarizing and performing tasks, the PDFgear Co-Pilot can even help you scour PDFs for answers...Once you use the PDFgear Co-Pilot to read and manage tasks in a document, you’ll never want to go back.




Kristen Hilderman
Read more on MakeUseOf







Whether you’re someone who has never worked with PDFs before or an experienced user, PDFgear and Copilot will do all the heavy lifting without you needing to even learn an interface or spend any money. There’s nothing artificial about that intelligence.




Macworld Staff
Read more on Macworld







PDFgear is a free PDF Editor for Windows that combines light PDF editing functionality with an AI assistant that is powered by ChatGPT.




MARTIN BRINKMANN
Read more on gHacks
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Lovely Words from PDFgear Users







Trustpilot Ratings and Reviews
4.9 Excellent • 841 Reviews







PDFGEAR--THE ALL IN ONE PDF TOOL!!!

My experience with PDFGear was unbelievably comforting. Now, I just use PDFGear for everything! Thank you so much for this wonderful and free pdf app. 

Irwin Destreza
Read on Trustpilot




My Best tool of PDFgear.

I am very happy to use PDFgear this software is very excellent for basic users of computer and it use is very easy to use. this tool have convert platform that allows users to manipulate their PDF files, and i am very thankful team of PDFgear, i recommended it. 

Pervaiz Qambrani
Read on Trustpilot





Read More on 






Free ChatGPT for research papers

PDFgear is an AI-powered app that lets you:

• Chat with a PDF like ChatGPT

• Convert a PDF to Word, Excel, etc.

• Edit a PDF

...and much more. And it's totally FREE!




Mushtaq Bilal, PhD

Read on Twitter


Twitter









The AI-powered tool every student needs

Unlike many other Chat PDF tools that only allow you to only chat with one PDF at one go, PDFgear Desktop makes it possible to get information from multiple PDF documents simultaneously.




Hasan Toor

Read on Twitter


Twitter










Want to donate

I'll use the hell out of this. Are you accepting any donations?




DefNotJasonKaplan

Read on Reddit


Reddit










You're doing God's work

You're doing God's work ngl. Every results in the search engine are always paid shit and require me to create account.




Clickbaiting_4_u

Read on Product Hunt


Product Hunt










Works great, Really free!

I was looking for an easy way to extract, save and print individual articles from long PDF files of Medical Journals. Within one minute of opening this app for the first time, I was able accomplish this.




HWJablome

Read on App Store


App Store










This is exactly what I needed!

Guys, do not pay a lot to those apps in the market. This one is free, reliable, and really great!




Peyman Jahanbin

Read on App Store


App Store















PDF Tasks Made Easy

Read, edit, convert, merge, and sign PDF files across devices, for completely free and without signing up.














